Puppet Show Script:
EXPRESSING ANGER

Note: The text in brackets and italics are stage directions for the puppets.

Appropriate Script:

(Jerome and Mona are playing with cars. Mona is crashing her car into Jerome’s car.)

(Jerome does not like it, takes a deep breath, and says…)
JEROME: “Mona, can you please stop crashing into my car!!”

(Mona continues to crash into Jerome’s car.)

(Jerome says to an adult, this could be teacher or adult in the room.)
JEROME: “Teacher, I asked Mona to stop crashing into my car but she’s not listening to me.”

TEACHER: “Jerome, try telling Mona again how you feel. Maybe you can tell her why you want her to stop crashing.”

(Jerome turns to Mona, taps her on the shoulder, and says…) 
JEROME: “Mona. Can you please stop crashing into my car? I told you I don’t like that. It hurts my fingers when you crash into my car.”

MONA: “Sorry Jerome, sorry that I was hurting your fingers. I won’t do it again.”

(Mona and Jerome continue to play cars……..)
Inappropriate Script:

*(Jerome and Mona are playing with cars. Mona is crashing her car into Jerome’s car.)*

*(Jerome does not like it and pushes Mona’s car away.)*

**JEROME:** “Mona, can you please stop crashing into my car!!”

*(Mona continues to crash into Jerome’s car.)*

*(Jerome screams and pushes Mona.)*

**JEROME:** “Ahhhhhh!”

*(Then he takes Mona’s car and throws it away. Mona begins to cry.)*